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IEEE TMNSACTlONS ONINFORMATION THEORY,vOL. NO.5 The third line of equation (29) should have read as follows: fact that having one user unmerged for a short time span while the other user is unmerged for a longer time span is a much more likely event than having both users unmerged for the longer time span. What, then, can be said about the use of tree and/or trellis codes on discrete memoryless multiple access channels? In a companion paper [3], we have derived an upper bound on error probability for two-user tree codes on discrete memoryless multiple access channels. In this case, five different configuration types for error events can be identified, and each of these is bounded separately. The result is compared to the block code result of Slepian and Wolf [2] , and it is seen that the error exponent for tree codes exceeds that for block codes everywhere in the capacity region. This agrees with Viterbi's [l] result for single-user codes. The extension of this approach to trellis codes remains an interesting open problem. The major difficulty involved is that the trellis structure admits of many more configuration types than the tree structure, and these must all be identified, enumerated, and bounded. IT-25, pp. 729-733, Nov. 1979 Our Reviewers (An Omission)
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